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AT HOME IN THE WORD 

PRACTICE PDF // LOOKING UP DEFINITIONS 
 

WHY LOOK UP DEFINITIONS? 
We look up definitions of words in the Scriptures because it helps to clarify the author’s original 

meaning and intent.  

 

HOW DO I DO IT? 
As you are reading, make note of any words that you want to look up. (We recommend looking up 

words you are unfamiliar with or confused by but also words that are VERY familiar! Sometimes our 

interpretation of an English word that was chosen by a translator is quite different than the author’s 

original intent). 

 

You can begin by looking up your English words in an English dictionary (or at dictionary.com.) To take 

it a step further, you can look the word up in the original language. To do this, you can use a physical 

concordance or an app like Blue Letter Bible.  Please review the Looking Up Definitions video for a visual 
explanation of how to do this.  Take note of the original word, and its definition, and any insights the 

definition gives you into the meaning of the passage. 

 
You can look up as many or as few words as you like in a passage. If you find a word particularly 

interesting, we encourage you to explore the other places in the Bible where that word is used 

(especially within the book of the Bible you are studying.) We call this a “word study.” 

 

PRACTICE // LOOKING UP DEFINITIONS 
Choose a word to define in the passage you are currently studying, or choose one (or more) of the 

passages below and look up the word “love” using the method above.  Make note of what you find. 

 

Genesis 22:2 

 

1 John 4:7-8 

 

Titus 3:15 

 

Hosea 6:6 

 

 

 

This worksheet is  a companion to the Looking Up Definitions video  in Dayton Women in the Word’s At 
Home in the Word Video Series. Please watch the video for a more in-depth discussion about defining words 
in Bible study. 


